WEB SNS LUNCH SEMINARS

The seminars will be held on G-Meet

21 OCTOBER

ALEXANDER WOOD, University of Birmingham
Platform precarity: surviving algorithmic insecurity in the gig economy
meet.google.com/wzq-fnof-cfz | h. 13.00 – 15.00

4 NOVEMBER

SUSI MERET, Aalborg University
meet.google.com/gsa-cxwc-aep | h. 13.00 – 15.00

17 DECEMBER

FRANCESCA FORNO, Trento University
Everyday environmental activism: a shallow form of participation or the site where new meanings and identities emerge?
meet.google.com/mno-mfuc-pap | h. 13.00 – 15.00

Please, disabilitate audio and video during your G-Meet participation